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Abstract—Model transformations are an integral part of sev-
eral computing systems that manipulate interconnected graphs
of objects called models in an input domain specified by a
metamodel and a set of invariants. Test models are used to
look for faults in a transformation. A test model contains a
specific set of objects, their interconnections and values for
their attributes. Can we automatically generate an effective set
of test models using knowledge from the transformation? We
present a white-box testing approach that uses static analysis to
guide the automatic generation of test inputs for transformations.
Our static analysis uncovers knowledge about how the input
model elements are accessed by transformation operations. This
information is called the input metamodel footprint due to the
transformation. We transform footprint, input metamodel, its
invariants, and transformation pre-conditions to a constraint
satisfaction problem in Alloy. We solve the problem to generate
sets of test models containing traces of the footprint. Are these test
models effective? With the help of a case study transformation
we evaluate the effectiveness of these test inputs. We use mutation
analysis to show that the test models generated from footprints
are more effective (97.62% avg. mutation score) in detecting
faults than previously developed approaches based on input
domain coverage criteria (89.9% avg.) and unguided generation
(70.1% avg.).
Keywords-White Box Testing; Model-Driven Engineering;
Model Transformation Testing; Alloy; Automatic Model Com-
pletion; Mutation Analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
Model-driven applications are based on interconnected
graphs of objects, i.e. models, to represent a number of com-
plex software artifacts at development-time and/or runtime,
such as source code and structured data. Frameworks for
model-driven applications like the Eclipse Modeling Frame-
work EMF1 are extensively used in a wide range of scenarios2
and even the highly anticipated Eclipse 4 platform is being
developed using EMF3.
Model transformations are core components that automate
model manipulation steps in these systems, such as model re-
finement, re-factoring for model improvement, aspect weaving,
and code generation. Testing model transformations is a rela-
tively new area of software reliability and it presents several
1http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
2http://wikipedia.org/wiki/List of Eclipse Modeling Framework based
software
3http://www.eclipse.org/e4/resources/e4-whitepaper.php
new challenges [3]. Model transformation testing requires the
specification of software artifacts called test models that aim
to detect faults in the system. Specifying test models manually
is a tedious task, complicated by the fact that they must
conform to complex modelling language specifications and
constraints. The issue becomes crucial when a tester needs to
create several hundreds of test models, that focus on different
testing objectives.
Generating large sets of effective test models is the global
subject of our work. In [27], we propose a methodology and
tool PRAMANA to automate the generation of test models
while combining heterogenous sources of knowledge. The
approach is based on transforming heterogeneous sources
of knowledge, such as the input domain specification of a
transformation given by an input metamodel, well-formedness
rules, pre-conditions, and model fragments [12] to a constraint
satisfaction problem in ALLOY [18][17]. Solving the ALLOY
model and transforming the solutions to instances of the
input metamodel gives us a set of test models. The tool is
extensible and allows inclusion of new testing strategies. Based
on this underlying framework, in [28], the authors take a step
further and generate thousands of models by introducing input
domain partitioning strategies [12]. We show via mutation
analysis [25] that these test models could detect an average
of 82% of the faults injected in the model transformation.
Nevertheless, the partitioning strategies are essentially black-
box and have limited effectiveness not using knowledge from
the transformation.
Recently, in [31], we perform an empirical study to demon-
strate that incomplete partial knowledge about potential faults
in transformations can be used to generate complete test mod-
els. These completed test models detect the same faults that
fully human-made models satisfying several well-formedness
rules can detect. However, both completed test models and
human-made models contain testing knowledge obtained from
manual analysis of potential faults in a transformation. In
this paper, we go a step further and ask, can we automat-
ically extract partial knowledge from model transformations
to generate effective test models? In other words, we are
interested in an automated white-box testing approach for
model transformations. We address three principal challenges
to answer this question:
Challenge 1: How to extract partial testing knowledge from
a model transformation?
Challenge 2: How can we automatically generate complete
test models that use partial knowledge from a transformation?
Challenge 3: Are automatically completed models from
transformation knowledge effective in detecting faults in the
transformation?
We present an integrated white-box methodology to generate
test models from partial knowledge extracted via static analysis
of a model transformation.
First we address Challenge 1, by extracting partial knowl-
edge from the model transformation about its usage of the
input metamodel. We statically analyze a transformation to
identify classes and properties used by each transformation
operation. We represent this information in what we call a
metamodel footprint [19]. We present a footprint strategy that
partitions the domain of footprint properties and combines
them to generate model fragments containing footprints.
To address Challenge 2 we transform the model fragments
to a set of constraints expressed as ALLOY predicates. These
are the predicates that must be satisfied by the test models
we want to generate. We also semi-automatically transform
the input domain specification consisting of an input meta-
model, well-formedness invariants, pre-conditions to an AL-
LOY domain specification using our tool PRAMANA [27]. The
ALLOY specification is simply juxtaposed with the ALLOY
footprint predicates. This is how we introduce our new forms
of testing knowledge. An ALLOY SAT solver generates the
test models from the ALLOY specification. The ALLOY SAT
solver is parametrized with a generation design, that is made
of parameters defining the range of the integer values, the
number of non-isomorphic test models per predicate, and the
scope/bound on each input metamodel element expected in a
test model.
Are these test models from ALLOY footprint predicates
effective in detecting faults in a transformation? This is a
question we address experimentally for Challenge 3. We use
mutation analysis [9] for model transformations [25] to exper-
imentally evaluate the fault-detecting effectiveness of the set
of test models from footprints. In our experiments, we employ
the representative case study of transforming simplified UML
class diagram models to database (RDBMS) models called
class2rdbms. Mutation analysis on this transformation re-
veals that footprints give highly efficient test models that detect
an average of 97.62% of all injected faults. This mutation score
is better than our previous results, 82% average [28] (improved
to 89.9% in the experiments of this paper), obtained using
input domain coverage strategies (that are transformation-
independent). The result suggests that automatic metamodel
footprints are an effective source of knowledge to detect faults
in transformations. They are almost as effective as hand-
made partial models in [31] that can detect all faults when
completed.
We summarize the contributions of the paper as follows:
Contribution 1: A white-box strategy based on metamodel
footprints to acquire effective knowledge from model
transformations to test them. The strategy is integrated in an
existing test model generation tool PRAMANA.
Contribution 2: An experimental validation based on
mutation analysis to demonstrate that the footprint strategy,
a white-box testing strategy, gives better results than well-
known black-box strategies based on unguided generation or
input domain partitioning.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present
the problem description and the representative case study
for white-box transformation testing. Sections III, IV and V
address our three challenges. In Section III, we present the
footprint strategy for the extraction of testing knowledge, in
the form of footprint model fragments, from a model transfor-
mation. In Section IV, we present an integrated methodology
to detect inconsistent footprint predicates and generate test
models satisfying valid ones. In Section V, we use mutation
analysis in experiments to validate the effectiveness of the
generated test models. In Section VI we discuss related work.
We conclude in Section VII.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Model transformations are expressed in transformation lan-
guages that are proficient in navigating, querying, creating,
analyzing and modifying models. There exist many paradigms
of transformation languages [8] such as imperative (e.g.,
Kermeta), rule-based (e.g., ATL [21]), and based on graph-
transformation (e.g., VIATRA [33]). Automatically testing a
model transformation consists in the generation of test models
that conform to the input domain of the transformation and
contain knowledge that could uncover faults in the transfor-
mation code.
In this paper, we perform white-box testing of transfor-
mations: the knowledge to generate test models is extracted
analyzing the model transformation code. While in the exper-
imentation we consider transformations written in the imper-
ative language Kermeta, the application of our methodology
and tools to other transformation languages is straightforward:
only the initial phase needs a language-dependent extension.
In Section II-A, we define the problem of white-box testing
and introduce the required notation. In Section II-B, we present
a representative case study transformation.
A. Automated White-box Transformation Testing: The Prob-
lem
The problem of generating test models from white-box
knowledge is illustrated in Figure 1. We test the model
transformation MT . The input domain of MT is specified
by the input metamodel MMI . The input metamodel MMI
is constrained by a set of invariants Inv(MMI) that specify
well-formedness rules for the input models. The transforma-
tion MT has a set of pre-conditions MT in the set pre(MT )
that further constrains MMI defining the specific subset of
models that can be processed by MT . These heterogenous
sources of knowledge may be expressed in different modelling
languages or formats. For instance, MMI is often expressed
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Fig. 1. White-box model transformation testing using footprints
as an EMF Ecore metamodel [7]. Invariants Inv(MMI) and
pre(MT ) are expressed in Object Constraint Language
(OCL) [26]. The OCL and Ecore are industry standards used
to develop metamodels and specify arbitrary invariants on
them.
A static analysis of MT can reveal which elements
in the input metamodel MMI are used by MT
operations. This information is called metamodel footprint.
A footprint footprint(MT,MMI) is a set of 3-
tuples 〈Operation, Feature, Type〉 where Operation
is the name of an operation in MT , Feature is a
metamodel element or property used by an expression
in Operation, and Type is the type of the metamodel
element Feature. The problem is: how can we use the
heterogenous sources of knowledge given in the 5-tuple,
〈MMI , Inv(MMI), pre(MT ), footprint(MT,MMI)〉 to
automatically generate a set of test models?
B. Case Study
We address the problem using a case study transformation
from simplified UML Class Diagram models to RDBMS mod-
els called class2rdbms. The transformation is the benchmark
proposed in the MTIP workshop at the MoDELS 2005 con-
ference [4] to experiment and validate model transformation
language features, and since then it has been used in several
works.
In Figure 2, we present the simplified UMLCD input
metamodel for class2rdbms. The concepts and relationships
in the input metamodel are stored as an Ecore model [7]
(Figure 2(a)). Part of all the invariants Inv(MMI) on the
simplified UMLCD Ecore model, expressed in Object Con-
straint Language (OCL) [26], are shown in Figure 2(b). The
Ecore model and the invariants together represent the true
input domain for class2rdbms.
In this paper, we use the Kermeta implementation of
class2rdbms, provided in [25]. Constraints in the pre-
condition for class2rdbms include: (a) All Class objects
must have at least one primary Attribute object (b) A Class
object cannot have an Association and an Attribute object of
the same name (c) There are no association cycles between
non-persistent Class objects.
The transformation class2rdbms serves as a sufficient case
study for several reasons. The input domain metamodel of
simplified UMLCD covers all major metamodelling concepts
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context Class
inv noCyclicInheritance:
not self.allParents()->includes(self)
inv uniqueAttributesName:
self.attrs->forAll(att1, att2 |
att1.name=att2.name implies att1=att2)
context ClassModel
inv uniqueClassifierNames:
self.classifier->forAll(c1, c2 |
c1.name=c2.name implies c1=c2)
inv uniqueClassAssociationSourceName :
self.association->forAll(ass1, ass2 |
ass1.name=ass2.name implies
(ass1=ass2 or ass1.src != ass2.src))
(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Simplified UML Class Diagram Ecore metamodel (b) OCL
constraints on the metamodel
such as inheritance, composition, finite and infinite multiplic-
ities. The constraints on the simplified UMLCD metamodel
contain both first-order and higher-order constraints. There
also exists a constraint to test transitive closure properties
on the input model, e.g., there must be no cyclic inheritance.
The transformation exercises most major model transformation
operations such as navigation, creation, and filtering (described
in more detail in [25]) enabling us to test essential model
transformation features.
III. EXTRACTING TESTING KNOWLEDGE FROM MODEL
TRANSFORMATIONS
Generating effective test models (that can detect faults)
requires testing knowledge from an intelligent source. We
present an automated approach to extract testing knowledge
from the model transformation under test by statically ana-
lyzing it. This approach is used in our overall methodology to
generate test models using our tool PRAMANA (as described
in Section IV).
We illustrate the process of extracting testing knowledge
in Figure 3. We describe the two steps of the process in the
following sub-sections.
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Fig. 3. Extraction of partial test knowledge
1) Static Metamodel Footprinting
The first step is the static analysis of a model transformation
called static metamodel footprinting. This analysis consists of
collecting metamodel elements referenced by transformation
operations. In an imperative model transformation language
such as Kermeta [24], metamodel elements are collected
along the control flow graph of the transformation. For ev-
ery operation in the model transformation we create tuples
〈Operation, Feature, Type〉 with the name of the operation,
the feature of the metamodel in use, and the type of the
feature. A detailed explanation of the footprinting process is
described in Jeanneret et. al. [19]. The implementation of static
footprinting in Kermeta [24] is available in a technical report
[20]. This transformation is depicted as step (1) of Figure 3.
The class2rdbms case study gives us 43 footprint tu-
ples. Table I shows the footprint tuples generated for two
operations of class2rdbms: getAllClasses and getPersistent-
Class. The operation getAllClasses contains expressions using
the class Classifier, the class ClassModel, and the property
ClassModel::classifier of type Classifier. The transformation
operation getPersistentClass involves the class Class, the re-
lation Class::is persistent of type Boolean, and the relation
Class::parent of type Class. The footprint tuples will be used
as a source of structural information to eventually generate
test models.
TABLE I
A SUBSET OF METAMODEL FOOTPRINT TUPLES FROM CLASS2RDBMS
Operation Metamodel Feature Types
getAllClasses Classifier Classifier
getAllClasses ClassModel ClassModel
getAllClasses ClassModel::classifier Classifier
getPersistentClass Class Class
getPersistentClass Class::is persistent Boolean
getPersistentClass Class::parent Class
2) Transformation from Footprint to Model Fragments
In this paper we propose a novel strategy to generate model
fragments from metamodel footprint tuples. The transformation
of footprint tuples to model fragments is based on parti-
tioning the domain of each property in the footprint and
combining in every possible way tuples referring to the same
operation. For partitioning we follow the approach presented
in [13]. Attributes are partitioned depending on their types,
associations are partitioned depending on their cardinality. For
instance, Table II presents the partitions for the Class Diagram
metamodel. The is primary and is persistent attributes are
partitioned in two partitions True and False. The name attribute
is partitioned in two partitions name empty and name not
empty. The parent relation is partitioned by the number of
associated Classes: 0 or 1. The type, dest and src relations
have only one partition: 1 since their cardinalities are exactly
1. Finally association and classifier have three partitions: 0,
1, more than 1.
TABLE II
PARTITIONS FOR THE CLASS DIAGRAM METAMODEL
Metamodel feature Partitions
Attribute::is primary true, false
Attribute::name ””, x | x!=””
Attribute::#type 1
Classifier::name ””, x | x!=””
Class::is persistent true, false
Class::#parent 0, 1
Class::#attrs 1, x | x>1
Association::name ””, x | x!=””
Association::#dest 1
Association::#src 1
ClassModel::#association 0, 1, x | x>1
ClassModel::#classifier 0, 1, x | x>1
The strategy we propose creates several model fragments
per operation. Each model fragment of an operation contains
the features of all the operation’s tuples. For classes (e.g.,
Classifier and ClassModel for getAllClasses operation) the
model fragment requires an instance of this class. When
those features are classes’ properties (ClassModel::classifier
for getAllClasses operation) then we create several model
fragments, one per partition. For instance, getAllClasses op-
eration has 3 model fragments, each one requires a Classifier
and a ClassModel, each one requires a different number of
classifier following the partitioning of classifier property: no
classifier, 1 classifier, more than one classifier. In the same
way, getPersistentClass has 4 model fragments, they combine
the different partitions of the properties is persistent (True or
False) and parent (no parent or one parent).
TABLE III
SUBSET OF MODEL FRAGMENTS GENERATED USING FOOTPRINT
STRATEGY
Model-Fragment Description
MFgetAllClasses1 A Classifier and a ClassModel cm | #cm.classifier = 0
MFgetAllClasses2 A Classifier and a ClassModel cm | #cm.classifier = 1
MFgetAllClasses3 A Classifier and a ClassModel cm | #cm.classifier > 1
MFgetPersistentClass1 A Class c|c.is persistent=True and a Class c2|#c2.parent=0
MFgetPersistentClass2 A Class c|c.is persistent=True and a Class c2|#c2.parent=1
MFgetPersistentClass3 A Class c|c.is persistent=False and a Class c2|#c2.parent=0
MFgetPersistentClass4 A Class c|c.is persistent=False and a Class c2|#c2.parent=1
The 7 model fragments generated from the operations
getAllClasses and getPersistentClass are shown in Table III.
Those model fragments should be contained in the test models
we generate. For instance, in the fragment MFgetAllClasses1
we require at least one ClassModel object cm which doesn’t
have any classifier. In another fragment MFgetAllClasses2 we
require cm to have only one classifier. In MFgetAllClasses3
cm needs to have more than one classifier. The fragments
of getPersistentClass operation cover all combinations of
partition values for is persistent attribute of a Class and for
the number of parents of another Class.
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We generate a total of 72 model fragments representing
combinations of partitions of features found in the footprints of
class2rdbms. The footprint to model fragment transformation
is depicted as step (2) of Figure 3.
IV. GENERATING TEST MODELS FROM TESTING
KNOWLEDGE
In this section we present a methodology to generate test
models from footprint model fragments. We describe its appli-
cation on class2rdbms in the following subsections. Section
IV-A describes the transformation of heterogeneous sources
of knowledge to ALLOY (Figure 4). Section IV-B describes
the generation of test inputs by solving the obtained ALLOY
models (Figure 5).
A. Transformation to ALLOY
Our methodology to generate test models involves transfor-
mation of five sources of knowledge to the lightweight formal
specification language ALLOY [17], [18]. The final formal
ALLOY represents a constraint satisfaction problem that when
solved gives us one or more test models. In Figure 4 we
represent the four sources available and their target artifacts
in ALLOY: (1) Input metamodel MMI to ALLOY signatures
and facts Ab, (2) OCL invariants Inv(MMI) and (3) pre-
conditions pre(MT ) to ALLOY facts, (4) Footprint model
fragments (from Figure 3) to ALLOY predicates.
(I) Metamodel MMI to ALLOY. PRAMANA transforms a
metamodel MMI expressed in the EMF format Ecore using
the transformation rules presented in [27] to ALLOY. Classes
in the input metamodel are transformed to ALLOY signatures
and implicit constraints such as inheritance, opposite proper-
ties, and multiplicity constraints are transformed to ALLOY
facts in the base model Ab as shown in Figure 4.
(II) Constraints to ALLOY. We need to address the issue
of transforming invariants and pre-conditions expressed on
metamodels in the industry standard OCL to ALLOY. In the
current version of PRAMANA, we manually transform OCL
constraints to ALLOY facts in Ab as shown in Figure 4. The
automatic transformation of OCL to ALLOY presents a number
of challenges that are discussed in [1]. The core of ALLOY is
declarative and is based on first-order relational logic with
quantifiers while OCL includes higher-order logic and has
imperative constructs to call operations and messages making
some parts of OCL more expressive and difficult to transform
to ALLOY in the most general case. In our case study, we have
been successful in transforming all meta-constraints on the
simplified UMLCD metamodel to ALLOY from their original
OCL specifications.
(III) Footprint Model Fragments to ALLOY. We au-
tomatically transform model fragments to a set of ALLOY
predicates Amf . This transformation is purely syntactic. In
our use case, the model fragments of Table III are translated
into the predicates of Listing 1.
pred M F g e t A l l C l a s s e s 1 {some C l a s s i f i e r and some cm :
ClassModel | #cm . c l a s s i f i e r =0}
pred M F g e t A l l C l a s s e s 2 {some C l a s s i f i e r and some cm :
ClassModel | #cm . c l a s s i f i e r =1}
pred M F g e t A l l C l a s s e s 3 {some C l a s s i f i e r and some cm :
ClassModel | #cm . c l a s s i f i e r >1}
pred M F g e t P e r s i s t e n t C l a s s 1 {some c : C lass , c2 : C l a s s | c .
i s p e r s i s t e n t = True and # c2 . p a r e n t = 0}
pred M F g e t P e r s i s t e n t C l a s s 2 {some c : C lass , c2 : C l a s s | c .
i s p e r s i s t e n t = True and # c2 . p a r e n t = 1}
pred M F g e t P e r s i s t e n t C l a s s 3 {some c : C lass , c2 : C l a s s | c .
i s p e r s i s t e n t = F a l s e and # c2 . p a r e n t = 0}
pred M F g e t P e r s i s t e n t C l a s s 4 {some c : C lass , c2 : C l a s s | c .
i s p e r s i s t e n t = F a l s e and # c2 . p a r e n t = 1}
Listing 1. Footprint as Alloy Predicates Representing Combination of
Partitions
The model fragment to ALLOY predicate transformation is
a new contribution, integrated into the PRAMANA tool chain.
This is depicted in grey boxes of Figure 4.
B. Generating Test Models
The ALLOY signatures, facts, and predicates (Ab and Amf )
are transformed to a set of expressions in relational calculus
by the ALLOY analyzer. These expressions are then trans-
formed to Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) using KodKod
[32]. Finally, the CNF is solved using a SAT solver [23].
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12:Class
<<primary>> 13: 14
‐6:Class
<<primary>> ‐4: 14
<<persistent>>
13:Class
<<primary>> ‐15: ‐8
<<persistent>>
15:Class
<<primary>> 13:11
<<persistent>>
11:Class
<<primary>> 15:14
‐16:PrimitiveDataType
‐8:PrimitiveDataType
14:PrimitiveDataType 10:PrimitiveDataType
15
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‐15
Fig. 6. Generated Test Model from one Model Fragment
The low-level SAT solutions are transformed back to XMI4
models that conform the initial metamodel MMI , pre(MT ),
Inv(MMI), and the predicates in Amf . In Figure 6, we
present a test model generated by solving the predicate for
fragment MFgetPersistentClass2, defined in Listing 1.
A certain number of predicates in Amf may not conform
to the base ALLOY model Ab. An attempt to generate a test
model by executing a run command for such predicates fails
with no instance. This implies that a model fragment predicate
is inconsistent with respect to the input domain specification
represented by Ab. The invalid predicates are inconsistent with
respect to ALLOY signatures and facts from either MMI ,
Inv(MMI), pre(MT ), or a conjunction of facts. For instance,
MFgetAllClasses1 is inconsistent with an Alloy fact specifying
that a Classifier is contained by a ClassModel, as illustrated in
the MM , Figure 2(a). We weed out these inconsistent predi-
cates into a set Finvalid. Predicates in Finvalid, are removed
from Amf for further generation. From the original set of 72
model fragment predicates generated for class2rdbms, 23 are
consistent and can be used for test generation.
Starting a test model generation in ALLOY requires ALLOY
run statements that depict the number of objects (atoms in
ALLOY) that need to be generated for each class (signature in
ALLOY) in order to solve a predicate. The run statements also
must specify bounds/scopes on Integer values and sequence
lengths. These signatures can be seen as factors and their
scopes as factor levels in the experimental design [11] [15] par-
lance. A generation design D is the fifth source of knowledge
(Figure 5). It is a set of ALLOY run statements that contain the
bounds/scope for each ALLOY signature and Integer ranges
for each of the M predicates, where M is the number of
fragment predicates in Amf . The set of run statements in D
are generated from a set of numerical parameters. For instance,
in Listing 2, we present a run command to solve predicate
MFgetPersistentClass2 with the scope for each signature. The
exactly keyword ensures the exact number of objects of a
certain type in the model.
run M F g e t P e r s i s e n t C l a s s 2 f o r 1 ClassModel , 5 i n t , e x a c t l y 10
Class , e x a c t l y 5 A t t r i b u t e , e x a c t l y 4 P r i m i t i v e D a t a T y p e ,
e x a c t l y 10 A s s o c i a t i o n
4http://www.omg.org/spec/XMI/2.4.1/
Listing 2. Run Command to Generate Complete Model from a Fragment
A parameter to the ALLOY analyzer is the number of
non-isomorphic test models that need to be generated per
predicate. This parameter I is provided at the time of gen-
eration. Generating multiple non-isomorphic models allow
us to increase the diversity of structure in the test models
generated. The generation of non-isomorphic models is based
on the symmetry breaking scheme of ALLOY described in [16].
The symmetry breaking scheme adds a Boolean constraint to
break the symmetry between the current test model and the
next test model such that every test model is non-isomorphic
with respect to the previous one. The number of symmetry
breaking constraints depends on the number of test models
required from the ALLOY analyzer. In this paper, we validate
the effectiveness of our approach by generating multiple non-
isomorphic models for the same model fragment predicate.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we perform experiments to address Chal-
lenge 3: Are automatically completed models from transfor-
mation knowledge effective in detecting faults in the transfor-
mation?
The experimentation is divided into two steps:
1) We generate several sets of test models following our
white-box methodology and two black-box methodolo-
gies from related work.
2) We perform mutation analysis [25] to evaluate and com-
pare the fault detecting effectiveness of the generated test
sets.
When using our methodology we generate test models for
class2rdbms as described in previous sections. We produce
10 non-isomorphic solutions for each one of the 23 predicates
obtaining a test set of 230 test models. These models and
other software artifacts are available on the experimentation
website5.
We replicate the generation process 8 times obtaining 8
sets of test models. Each set is generated using different
design parameters, with increasing values, as summarized in
Table IV. For each set we ask ALLOY to find models made
of a different number of ClassModels, Classes, Associations,
Attributes, PrimitiveDataTypes, and we give a specific range
for the integer values of the properties.
5https://sites.google.com/site/staticfootprinting/
TABLE IV
GENERATION DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR TEST MODEL GENERATION
Factors: Sets: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
#ClassModel 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
#Class 5 5 10 10 5 10 5 10
#Association 5 10 5 10 5 5 10 10
#Attribute 25 25 25 25 30 30 30 30
#PrimitiveDataType 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Bit-width Integer 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
#predicates 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 23
#models/predicates 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
A. Injecting Faults in the Model Transformation
We evaluate the generated test sets based on the principles
of mutation analysis [9]. Mutation analysis involves creating
a set of faulty versions or mutants of a program (i.e., model
transformation in our case). A test set must distinguish the
correct program output from the output of all its mutants. In
practice, faults are modelled as a set of mutation operators,
each one representing a class of faults. A mutation operator
is applied to the program under test to create every possible
mutant with a single injected fault. A mutant is killed when at
least one test model detects the pre-injected fault, i.e., when
program output and mutant output are different. A test set
is relatively adequate if it kills most mutants of the original
program. A mutation score is associated to the test set to
measure its effectiveness in terms of percentage of the killed
(i.e., revealed) mutants.
We inject faults in a transformation using mutation operators
for model transformations presented by Mottu et al. [25].
These mutation operators are based on the three basic opera-
tions of a model transformation: navigation of the input models
through relations between classes, filtering of collections of
objects, creation and modification of the elements of the
output model. For instance, by applying the mutation operator
Relation to the same class change (RSCC), the navigation of
one association toward a class is replaced with the (erroneous)
navigation of another association to the same class. Using this
approach the following mutation operators were defined in
[25]:
• Relation to the same class change (RSCC)
• Relation to another class change (ROCC)
• Relation sequence modification with addition (RSMA)
• Relation sequence modification with deletion (RSMD)
• Collection filtering change with perturbation (CFCP)
• Collection filtering change with addition (CFCA)
• Collection filtering change with deletion (CFCD)
• Class compatible creation replacement (CCCR)
• Classes association creation addition (CACA)
• Classes association creation deletion (CACD)
We apply these operators on class2rdbms. We identify all
the possible matches of patterns described by each operator.
For each match we generate a new mutant of class2rdbms.
The different mutation types contribute to a total of 200 mutant
transformations for class2rdbms, as shown in Table V.
In general, not all injected mutations become faults, since
some mutants may have semantics equivalent to the correct
program, and therefore are undetectable. The controlled ex-
periments presented in this paper use mutants presented in
our previous work [25] where we have already identified and
filtered equivalent mutants.
B. Results and Discussion
In this section, we present a number of observations result-
ing from our experiments.
1) Q1: Does static analysis of a transformation give ef-
fective knowledge to generate test models?: We illustrate in
grey within the box-plot of the Figure 7 the mutation scores
for each footprint test set. Most of the sets (5 among 8) get
98.97% mutation score. The score of 98.97% means that only
2 mutants remain alive (192 killed mutants /194 non-equivalent
mutants). The average is 97.62%, meaning that less than 5
mutants remain alive on average. Those high scores reveal
that the proposed strategy returns consistently good test sets.
We compare our footprint strategy with an unguided strat-
egy. The unguided strategy only uses knowledge from the input
domain and no special testing knowledge. The two box-plots
at the right of the Figure 7 represent the distribution of the
mutation score of test model sets generated without the use
of testing knowledge. We generate two sets of unguided test
models : 90 models/set in 8 sets and 180 models/set in 8 sets
using the ALLOY Signatures and Facts Ab. Each test model is
non-isomorphic with respect to the others. The two sets were
already been used in [28] and they are only different in the
number of non-isomorphic test models. The mutation score of
these unguided models is around 70%. This is more than 23%
lower than the minimum mutation score with our footprint
strategy and about 29% less than the maximum. There is
not much variation in mutation score for models generated
using the unguided strategy despite the use of non-isomorphic
test models clearly indicating the need for testing knowledge
(black- or white-box).
We also compare our footprint strategy to input domain
partitioning. In Figure 7, we present 2 boxes representing
mutation scores for test sets based on input domain parti-
tioning. The testing strategy AllPartitions specifies that all
partitions of each metamodel property must be covered by
a test model. AllRanges specifies that each range in each
property partition must be covered by a different test model,
requiring several models for covering a partition. They are
black-box strategies since they use only the input domain
of the transformation. As shown in Figure 7, the AllRanges
strategy has an average of 89.9% and AllPartitions 87.5%.
The experimentation we perform on black-box input domain
partitioning strategies is analogous to the one we published in
[28]. 6 Here, we are interested in the comparison of the three
box-plots at the left of the Figure 7. We observe a significant
increase in the mutation scores we obtain. The entire box for
the footprint strategy is superior to all the other boxes (each
box representing the results between the first and the third
quartile). Even the minimum score obtained with footprints is
higher than the black-box maximum scores.
2) Q2: What is the effect of generating multiple non-
isomorphic models?: In [28], we concluded by saying that
AllRanges and AllPartitions strategies are more efficient than
unguided strategy with both median scores around 82%. In
this paper, we take a step further to generate 10 models per
predicate. This is due to our new setup for mutation analysis on
a grid. Therefore we can take advantage of the non-isomorphic
6However here we generate 10 extra non-isomorphic models per predicate
while in [28] we had only one per predicate. For this reason our current
mutation score is higher than [28], where we obtained average scores around
82%.
TABLE V
NUMBER OF CLASS2RDBMS MUTANTS PER MUTATION OPERATOR
Mut. Oper. CFCA CFCD CFCP CACD CACA RSMA RSMD ROCC RSCC Total
# of Mutants 19 18 38 11 9 72 12 12 9 200
criteria of our generation.
We observe an increase in scores for AllRanges and AllPar-
titions from [28] to our results in Figure 7. A gain of 6% and
11% is observed. We also notice that while the box-plots for
unguided strategies were dispersed without non-isomorphic
criteria (6% and 3% between the first and third quartiles, 13%
and 3.7% between the maximum and minimum scores), here
they converge to 70.1%. We conclude that non-isomorphic
criteria reduces the variability and increases the efficiency of
the test model generation made with PRAMANA.
3) Q3: How to deal with remaining live mutants?: In Table
VI, we enlist live mutants per set. f, n letters are the initials of
filtering and navigation indicating the type of operation altered
with the mutation.
The influence of the generation design parameters on the
number of live mutants looks minor, as we can see with the
spread of the grey box-plot: 2.2% between the first and third
quartiles. The difference between the design parameters of
each set is not significant to conclude a correlation between
design parameters and live mutants.
From Table VI, we observe that 2 mutants remain alive with
all the sets: f19, f21. Clearly, we lack testing knowledge to kill
them. The rest of the mutants are killed because the footprint
strategy gives test models with relevant knowledge.
Analyzing the live mutants we notice that they are affected
by the mutation operator CFCA: A Collection is Filtered
Additionally. For instance, the injected fault subSequence(0,0)
in the following expression is an additional filter.
getAllClasses(model).select{ c | c.parent == cls }
.subSequence(0,0) //Injected fault
Here, cls is a Class selected before (expression not shown),
c is any Class of the model. The instruction selects the classes
which inherit from cls. The mutants wrongly (intentionally
injected) select only the first child Class of cls. This mutant
Fig. 8. Human testing knowledge to kill live mutants
TABLE VI
LIVE MUTANTS AFTER MUTATION ANALYSIS
Set #live mutants Live mutants
1 2 f19, f21
2 2 f19, f21
3 6 f19, f21, f10, f31, f48
4 2 f19, f21
5 2 f19, f21
6 12 f19, f21, f10, f31, f73, n99 to n105
7 10 f19, f21, f70, n92 to n98
8 2 f19, f21
expression appears in two operations of class2rdbms. One
that collects attributes (in f19) and the other collects associa-
tions (in f21). The only way to see a difference in output and
detect these mutants is to have at least two child Classes with
one Association and Attribute as shown in Figure 8.
Our strategy cannot kill these mutations since the inheri-
tance relationship in the UMLCD metamodel is not bidirec-
tional, as illustrated Figure 2. Only the parent property exists
and not child. A partition of a child property could have
resulted in the creation of more than one child classes in test
models. We are evaluating how to extend our footprint strategy
to introduce a partitioning of implicit opposite references.
However, with the current tool, a user can still add this partial
knowledge describing it in a partial test model as discussed
in our work [31].
Fig. 7. Mutation scores for footprint predicates
4) Q4: Are generated test models time efficient in the
proposed methodology? : We use a Macbook Pro Intel dual-
core processor 2.7 GHz, 8 GB RAM to generate test models
and a grid of 16 desktop Intel dual-core processor 2.4 GHz, 3
GB RAM to perform mutation analysis. We measure the time
to generate the test model sets. They are summarized in Figure
9. The slowest generation is 20 seconds for Set 8 while the
fastest is 4.6s for Set 1. This shows that concise test models
can be produced in a reasonable time by our footprinting
method. There is a correlation between the generation design
parameters and the time to generate a set. The more model
objects are requested to the solver, the longer is the time to
generate the test models. As we cannot strictly correlate the
size of the models and the fault detecting effectiveness of a set,
we cannot correlate time of generation and the fault detecting
effectiveness.
We also evaluate the effort a tester will have to make to
use the proposed methodology. First, she translates the OCL
constraints (i.e., metamodel invariants and transformation pre-
conditions) as discussed in Section IV-A. Second, she creates
a generation design: she chooses generation parameters to fill
a column of Table IV and generates ALLOY run statements.
Then the tester can automatically run the test set generation,
choosing a number of non-isomorphic models per predicate.
Once the automatic generation is performed, the tester can
model his additional testing knowledge in the form of a partial
model. We evaluate in [31] that writing such a partial model
and automatically completing them using our methodology is
less tedious than writing complete test models by hand.
C. Threats to Validity
Our approach can scale to a relatively large input domain
such as the full UML with 246 classes and 546 properties
by using strategies such as metamodel pruning [30]. Pruning
extracts a concise pruned metamodel with fewer classes and
properties that type-matches the original large metamodel. The
type conformance ensures that the pruned metamodel instances
are also instances of the original large metamodel. Pruning
uses a set of required classes and properties as input, detects
its minimal obligatory dependencies to produce the pruned
metamodel. The pruned metamodel can be transformed to an
ALLOY model that is tractable by a SAT solver.
The results of these experiments are based on statically
analyzing a representation of the transformation in Kermeta
[24]. Kermeta is an imperative transformation language similar
to Java. At this point of the work, we cannot yet claim that the
approach will be equally effective for rule-based transforma-
tion systems such as ATL [21] or graph transformation based
such as VIATRA [33].
The models generated contain integers in place of strings for
properties of type String in the metamodel. This simplification
allows ALLOY to focus on solving for model structure rather
than string content. Some transformations may be heavily
dependent on string structure of properties. We do not address
such a scenario since it occurs rarely in model transformations
we are aware of.
Fig. 9. Time to generate test sets
The combined effect of a testing strategy and built-in
generation of multiple non-isomorphic solutions in ALLOY
to give high mutation scores has not been well studied in
our experiments. In future, we want to find ways of clearly
discerning the contribution of strategies and their interaction
with symmetry breaking schemes [16] in ALLOY.
VI. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to two main areas: generation of (test)
models, and strategies for guiding test generation.
Several proposals deal with model generation for appli-
cations such as testing. Model generation is more general
and complex than generating integers, floats, strings, lists, or
other standard data structures such as those dealt with in the
Korat tool of Chandra et al. [5]. Korat is faster than ALLOY
in generating data structures such as binary trees, lists, and
heap arrays from the Java Collections Framework but it does
not consider the general case of models which are arbitrarily
constrained graphs of objects. Constraints on models make
model generation a different problem than generating test
suites for context-free grammar-based software [14] which do
not contain domain-specific constraints. In [6], the authors
present an automated generation technique for models that
conform only to the class diagram of a metamodel speci-
fication. A similar methodology using graph transformation
rules is presented in [10]. Generated models in both these
approaches do not satisfy the constraints on the metamodel.
In [29], we present a method to generate models given partial
models by transforming the metamodel and partial model
to a Constraint Logic Programming (CLP). We solve the
resulting CLP to give model(s) that conform to the input
domain. However, the approach does not add new structural
elements to the model. The authors initialize the number of
structural elements such as objects and relations in the partial
model and hope that it is sufficient for obtaining complete test
models. The constraints in this system are limited to first-order
horn clause logic. In [27] Sen et al., we address the issue of
generating test models that satisfy constraints on both structure
and properties. We presented the tool CARTIER (now called
PRAMANA) based on the constraint solving system ALLOY
to generate test models by combining heterogenous sources
of knowledge. These sources include the input metamodel,
invariants on it, pre-conditions, and testing strategies. A similar
tool UML2Alloy [2] takes as input UML class models with
OCL constraints to generate an ALLOY model for analysis.
Test model generation need to be guided using strategies. In
[12], the authors present input domain partitioning strategies
that are used to generate model fragments. It is only in our
paper [28], that we use these strategies to generate test models
for black-box testing a transformation. Automating white-
box testing for a model transformation requires the use of
knowledge in a transformation to generate test models. In [31],
we manually extract such knowledge in the form of partial
models to generate highly effective test models. In this paper,
we go a step further and use static analysis to extract testing
knowledge from a transformation. Not much work has been
published about white-box model transformation testing and
the only directly related reference we are aware of is [22]
that proposes a set of three criteria to guide the creation of
tests for model transformations. With respect to our work, the
methodology in [22] has a low degree of automation, does not
consider generic transformation invariants and pre-conditions,
and is not supported by a quantified experimental evaluation.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a tool-supported methodology to
automatically generate test cases using structural information
from a model transformation. The methodology makes use
of the metamodel footprinting mechanism, generates partial
models representing the testing intent and uses the ALLOY
solver to create complete usable models. The experimental
results show that a limited amount of white-box information
on the model transformation (i.e., our footprints) can provide
remarkable improvements on the efficiency of the generated
tests. The paper can be also interpreted as evidence of the
fact that the highly structured nature of model-transformation
languages makes them particularly suitable for automated
testing.
In future work we plan to 1) extend the experimentation to
industrial testing scenarios; 2) deepen the static analysis phase
to extract partial models representing complex input patterns;
3) apply our methodology to other model transformation
languages (e.g. ATL, QVT), to quantify how the improvement
in testing efficiency is dependent on the model-transformation
language.
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